Some Work on the Diagnosis and Management of Kidney Stones with Ultrasound

Ultrasound is currently the only noninvasive technology able to completely diagnose and manage kidney stones.

Introduction

Kidney stones currently affect 1 in 11 Americans over their lifetime (Scales et al., 2012) and the prevalence is rising. Although often asymptomatic in the kidney, a stone can cause debilitating pain, nausea, and/or changes in urination as it obstructs urine flow in the passage from the kidney to the bladder. The focus of treatment for kidney stones in the emergency room is to manage the pain, although about 20% of patients are admitted for an urgent surgical procedure to release urine backup (generally the source of the pain; Ghani et al., 2014). If stones do not pass naturally (usually occurring when the size is >5 mm), at least one surgery must be performed to remove the stone. Once a patient has had a kidney stone, there is a 40% chance of having another symptomatic stone within 5 years (Worcester and Coe, 2008). Emergency room visits coupled with the various management options and monitoring for kidney stones puts the estimated annual cost in the United States at over $10 billion (Litwin and Saigal, 2012). The goal of this article is to report on the acoustical principles behind new techniques and technologies for the diagnosis and management of kidney stones with ultrasound.

Background

Kidneys are bean-shaped organs (Figure 1) located just below the rib cage on either side of the spine. Each about the size of a fist, kidneys filter over a liter of blood per minute, extracting water and metabolic waste to form urine. In normal kidneys, microscopic crystals form in supersaturated urine and pass harmlessly from the body; however, when these crystals adhere to structures in the kidney, stones begin to form. Stones can form not only in the urine-filled collecting space of the kidney but also in the 200- to 300-µm-diameter ducts that filter the waste from the blood in the cortex and renal pyramids. Kidney stones are very heterogeneous structures composed of inorganic crystals held together by an organic protein matrix, as shown in the X-ray microcomputed tomography (µCT) image of a stone in Figure 2 (Williams et al., 2010). The most common type of kidney stone is calcium oxalate, which accounts for approximately 80% of stones, at least in the United States (Worcester and Coe, 2008). Other types of stones include calcium phosphate, uric acid, struvite, and cystine. Except for struvite stones that form from the metabolic by-product of some infectious bacteria, it is not clear what causes stones to form, although genetics, diet, and hydration all contribute.

Interest by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of Defense

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Department of Defense (DoD) have a unique interest in portable and noninvasive technologies for the diagnosis and management of kidney stones (Simon et al., 2016). Astro-
Figure 1. Diagram showing key structures in a cross section of a human kidney. The top of the figure is toward the head and the artery and vein point toward the center of the body. Filtration and fluid extraction occurs in the renal cortex and renal pyramids from blood that enters via the renal artery and, after filtration, exits via the renal vein. The filtrate is then transferred through tubules in the pyramids to the collecting space in the calyx. Urine then passes down the ureter to the bladder.

Figure 2. Center microcomputed tomography (µCT) slice of a calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) kidney stone. Gray structures in the image show the inorganic crystals; dark or radiolucent regions are indicative of the organic protein matrix and may contain pockets or trapped gas or microbubbles. Image courtesy of James C. Williams, Jr.

nauts are at an increased risk of forming stones because of dehydration, stasis, and bone demineralization. There have been more than 32 stones observed postflight in US astronauts (Sibonga and Pietrzyk, 2017), and one Russian cosmonaut was preparing for emergency deorbit from space when his stone and the mission critical crisis passed. Should a stone become symptomatic on the International Space Station, the current operational protocol includes administration of pharmaceuticals and emergency evacuation to Earth. However, as astronauts venture farther from Earth, emergency evacuation is unfeasible because transit increases from hours to days, weeks, or months. Urinary stones are also a significant military medical concern because they result in lost duty days and medical evacuations (average 60 per year) and are brought on by environmental stressors common to military training and operational settings (Armed Forces Health Surveillance Branch, 2011). Specifically, the risk of dehydration is high for an unacclimated soldier in a warm climate, and the mean interval from deployment to a symptomatic stone is 93 days (Evans and Costabile, 2005). For both NASA and DoD, clinical technologies used to diagnose and manage stones are too large or complex, thus necessitating evacuation. Therefore, NASA and DoD have supported the development of portable, noninvasive technologies to diagnose and treat kidney stones in the field or in flight.

Kidney Stone Detection
To advise patients on management options for kidney stones, physicians would like to know the size, composition, number, and location of the stones. X-ray computed tomography (CT), which combines X-ray images taken at different angles to produce cross-sectional images or slices is considered the gold standard for diagnosing stones. CT images of stones require little interpretation for physicians to (1) identify the stone position and kidney structures, (2) predict something about stone composition or susceptibility to breakage based on the intensity of the stone, and (3) accurately size the stone (Figure 3a). However, CT also exposes patients to ionizing radiation that increases the risk of developing cancer and limits its use for routine monitoring (Fwu et al., 2013).

In most studies, ultrasound is reported as less sensitive than CT for detecting stones; however, a recent study demonstrated ultrasound as statistically equivalent to CT for diagnosing stones in the emergency room (Smith-Bindman et al., 2014). Yet few surgeons will go to surgery based on ultrasound images alone (Ganesan et al., 2017). Ultrasound (Figure 3b) is less commonly used to detect kidney stones in the United
States because of the high availability of CT and the dependence of ultrasound on the skills and interpretation of the user. In the ideal ultrasound image, kidney stones appear as the brightest object in the image, with a posterior acoustic shadow due to the high acoustic impedance of the stones compared with the surrounding soft tissue. However, the stones do not always appear appreciably brighter than the surrounding tissues because the surface curvature or small size of a stone (relative to the ultrasound wavelength) do not necessarily scatter sound directly back to the transducer.

Another challenge in detecting stones with ultrasound is that commercial ultrasound scanners are optimized to detect subtle changes in soft tissue properties, resulting in poor contrast and resolution when imaging stones. Improvements can be made to optimize kidney stone detection. For example, ultrasound machines compress the voltage range of the received signals to display the intensity of the backscattered signal in a limited number of grayscale levels. Rather than map linearly, the voltage is mapped to intensity on a curve that, for most machines, accentuates the difference between the weak signals reflected from tissue and compresses all stronger reflections to the top few bins of brightness. Altering the compression curve to accentuate the strong stone reflections can make stones easier to detect but sacrifices sensitivity to differentiate soft tissues. Similarly, averaging images made from several angles smooths the image, which is desirable for tissues but washes out the strong contrast of the stone and its shadow. These improvements have already been shown to reduce stone size overestimation by $1.6 \pm 1.0$ mm (May et al., 2016a) compared with overestimates as high as $3.9 \pm 1$ mm with clinical ultrasound (Sternberg et al., 2016). Size accuracy was further improved, with a difference of only $0.8 \pm 0.6$ mm (compared with CT), by measuring the width of the posterior acoustic shadow rather than the width of the stone in the image (May et al., 2016a). The reason a stone itself appears large but the shadow does not is not well understood.

Another way to make a stone more conspicuous in an image is to use the Doppler ultrasound “twinkling artifact” (Rahmouni et al., 1996; Figure 4). In Doppler ultrasound, an ensemble of ultrasound pulses is transmitted and the variability in the backscattered pulses of that ensemble is evaluated through correlation to detect changes that are displayed as color overlaid on a grayscale image. Twinkling occurs when each pulse in the ensemble differs in a nondeterministic way, causing the ultrasound machine to highlight the stone with a mosaic of changing colors. If pulses differ deterministically from a phase or time lag due to the target moving away from the probe as in blood flow, a solid color representing flow velocity appears on the screen (Kremkau, 2010). Whereas stones in grayscale ultrasound images are on average no brighter than the brightest background tissue, the signal strength on a twinkling stone is on average 37 times stronger (Cunzit et al., 2017). Although twinkling can make stones very conspicuous, not all stones twinkle, and at times, modern machines show twinkling on image features that are not stones (Masch et al., 2016).

Figure 3. Imaging modalities commonly used to detect kidney stones: computed tomography (CT; a) and ultrasound (b) in two different human subjects. In the CT slice, the stone appears brighter than the surrounding tissue and kidney structures can be clearly identified. In the ultrasound image, the stone appears brighter than the surrounding tissue with a posterior acoustic shadow, which is the ideal case of stone imaging with ultrasound. Image is oriented with the ultrasound probe on the right-hand side of the page. CT image courtesy of Barbrina Dunmire.
To make twinkling a reliable detection technique, it is important to understand why twinkling occurs. Machine jitter, radiation force that moves the stone, and internal reverberations within the stone have all been proposed to cause twinkling. The oscillation of cavitation bubbles trapped in stone surface crevices could also cause the backscattered signal to differ between each pulse of the ensemble. This hypothesis was recently tested by exposing stones to elevated static pressure that compresses bubbles and drives them into solution because solubility increases with pressure in accordance with Henry’s law. In a water bath, twinkling on stones was found to be suppressed by elevated hydrostatic pressure. Similarly, improved wetting of the stone surface with alcohol to remove bubbles also suppressed twinkling (Lu et al., 2013). The spectral Doppler signatures of twinkling on stones resemble those from gas-filled ultrasound contrast agents (Bruce et al., 2016), and microbubbles entrenched on the stone surface have now been directly observed with a high-speed camera after enlarging the bubbles with a modified lithotripter pulse (Simon et al., 2017). Future work includes determining the distribution and contents of the surface cavitation bubbles as well as modeling the effect of elevated pressures on the resonance of crevice bubbles, which may help elucidate why only some stones twinkle.

**Kidney Stone Management**

The preferred management for kidney stones, when small enough, is observation to see if the stone will pass on its own. The likelihood of spontaneous stone passage depends on stone size: 80% of small stones less than 5 mm in diameter pass spontaneously, but less than 30% of stones greater than 6 mm in diameter pass spontaneously (Ueno et al., 1977). Some medications that are thought to facilitate spontaneous stone passage are available, but their effectiveness is controversial (Somani et al., 2016).

If a stone does not pass or is accompanied by complications such as infection or obstruction, more proactive management options such as ureteroscopy, shock wave lithotripsy (SWL), and percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) are employed. In ureteroscopy, a flexible ureteroscope with fiberoptic capabilities is inserted through the urethra, bladder, and ureter and into the kidney. Lasers inserted through the ureteroscope are then used to pulverize the stone to fragments that are passable or can be extracted.

Introduced in the 1980s (Chaussy et al., 1980), SWL is the only completely noninvasive treatment for kidney stones. In SWL, an electrohydraulic, electromagnetic, or piezoelectric source outside the patient generates shock waves that are focused on the kidney stone to shatter it into small fragments so they can pass through the urinary tract (Bailey et al., 2006).

Ureteroscopy and SWL are used in nearly equal proportion and account for over 90% of cases (Bach and Buchholz, 2011). PCNL is employed in rarer, more complex cases involving patients with many or very large stones and entails inserting a 1-cm-diameter tube into the kidney through the back. All procedures have associated injury to the kidney or ureter and risks of complications that research and patient selection can minimize.

**Kidney Stone Fragmentation with Ultrasound**

In SWL, shock waves act to break apart a stone through two dominant mechanisms: elastic waves and acoustic cavitation (Zhu et al., 2002; Sapozhnikov et al., 2007). Although elastic waves generate large dynamic tensile stresses within the stone body, producing fractures, acoustic cavitation bubbles in the fluid surrounding the stone grow and collapse against the surface, causing hydrodynamic jetting, surface erosion, and pitting. Researchers have sought to improve lithotripters by enhancing stress waves or cavitation. For instance, it has been suggested that a broader focus can achieve better shear wave production in a stone and enhance fractures (Eisenmenger, 2001). Others have proposed altering the waveform of the shock wave to better localize cavitation around the stone (Sokolov et al., 2001). However, these bubbles remain in the fluid after a shock and can rapidly multiply into a large cloud (Pischchalnikov et al., 2006). The result is attenuation of subsequent shocks and shielding of the acoustic energy from reaching the stone, leading to diminished fragmentation (Paterson et al., 2002). This effect limits the rate at which physicians operate a lithotripter to 1-2 shocks per second (to give bubbles time to dissolve), with clinical results showing increased safety and effectiveness at slower rates (Pace et al., 2005).
One exciting technology that may solve this problem is acoustic bubble coalescence (Duryea et al., 2014a,b). With a relatively weak pulse of ultrasound, bubbles on the stone can be made to linearly oscillate rather than violently expand and collapse. When two bubbles oscillate near each other, there can be a significant force on each bubble due to their radiated fields, known as the secondary Bjerknes forces (the primary Bjerknes force describes the radiation force on a bubble from a standing wave; Bjerknes, 1906). Under the condition that both bubbles are oscillating in phase, the secondary Bjerknes force causes them to be attracted. In a cloud, this leads to bubbles translating toward each other and coalescing when a weak acoustic field is applied. In experiments, Duryea et al. (2014b) demonstrated this effect with SWL-generated bubble clouds, reducing a shock-induced bubble cluster to a single bubble (Figure 5) and substantially improving stone fragmentation efficiency.

Additionally, in SWL, breathing and patient motion cause a high number of shocks to miss the stone, reducing the efficiency of stone fragmentation while increasing tissue injury. Timing the shocks based on the patient’s respiratory cycle has been shown to improve stone fragmentation but provides no information as to the actual location of the stone. Ultrasound-based techniques that use multiple anatomical features (such as organ contour with vectors relating to the stone position; Koizumi et al., 2011) often outperform algorithms that simply track stone position as the imaging plane changes with respiratory motion. Programming the lithotripter to only fire when the stone is at the focus or motorizing the lithotripter to move with the stone has not been adopted clinically but has the potential to improve stone hit rate by more than 50% (Cleveland et al., 2004; Sorensen et al., 2012).

Another experimental method is burst wave lithotripsy (BWL) that uses sinusoidal focused ultrasound bursts rather than shocks to fragment stones (Maxwell et al., 2015). Operating in the range of 100 kHz to 1 MHz, focused ultrasound bursts are delivered to a stone to produce stresses and cause fractures. Similar to SWL, the dominant mechanisms of fragmentation are thought to be elastic waves in the stone and acoustic cavitation; however, BWL has some notable unique characteristics that differ from fragmentation in SWL. In particular, elastic wave models for BWL show evidence that surface waves play a particularly important role in producing initial stone fracture. Due to the sinusoidal nature of the pulse, the surface waves form periodic stresses along the stone surface. The spatial period is related to the frequency and the speed of sound for the surface waves that, for a medium such as a kidney stone, is close to the transverse sound speed of the material. The stresses from surface waves diminish as they extend into the stone and are limited to about one wavelength from the surface. The periodicity and limited depth of stresses created by sinusoidal pulsing in BWL leads to a distinctive fracture pattern and the generation of relatively uniform fragment sizes (Figure 6). Furthermore, the fragment sizes can be controlled by changing the wavelength of the ultrasound. The fragments can thus be made uniformly small so that they will pass spontaneously and asymptptomatically from the urinary tract. Such a feature could lead to a significant improvement in lithotripsy success.

Repositioning Stones with Ultrasonic Propulsion

Fragments must pass once broken by SWL, BWL, or ureteroscopy. Because of gravity and kidney anatomy, fragments tend to collect and dwell in the lower half of the kidney after a procedure. To solve this problem, ultrasonic propulsion is being
developed using acoustic radiation force to reposition kidney stones in the urinary tract (May et al., 2016b). In ultrasonic propulsion, a transducer is placed against the skin and ultrasound imaging is performed simultaneously with the same transducer or with a transducer that includes separate imaging and therapy components. The stone is then seen to move in real time. There are conceivably many clinical uses for repositioning stones, including moving a painful obstructing stone, relocating a stone before breaking it, and expelling stone fragments during SWL or BWL to assess when the stone is fully comminuted. The acoustic radiation force \( F \) applied to the stone by ultrasonic propulsion can be estimated as the power \( W \) divided by the sound speed \( c \) of the fluid. The force stems from the acoustic energy being absorbed or reflected by the stone. If all the energy is reflected 180° directly back to the source, the force doubles because the energy was not only temporarily absorbed but reflected in the opposite direction. Properties of the stone, such as density and sound speed, affect the degree of reflection, and the stone material’s attenuation coefficient describes the degree of absorption. However, stone material properties are less variable and therefore have less impact on the net force than do stone shape and, particularly, mass (Chuong et al., 1993; Cleveland and McAteer, 2007). Assuming an absorbed or reflected power of 1 W is reasonable and is about 1/200 of the power for a maximum diagnostic pulse average intensity of 190 W/cm² encountering a large-stone cross section of ~1 cm². The estimated displacement for a pulse duration of 0.1 s is 0.7 cm, which is similar to the hop that is observed in experiments (Janssen et al., 2017).

Thus it is reasonable that average intensities below the maximum limit for diagnostic ultrasound could be used to move kidney stones, although a more accurate calculation of the radiation force becomes more complicated. Sapozhnikov and Bailey (2013) describe a model that simulates an arbitrary beam (ultrasound is usually focused) on an elastic spherical stone. Interestingly, this model shows that an ultrasound beam 20% broader than the stone imparts the most force on the stone, although one might expect any energy not directly impacting the stone to be wasted. The wave passing across or over the stone appears to couple energy into the stones primarily as shear waves in a process similar to that described for breaking stones (Sapozhnikov et al., 2007).

An ultrasonic propulsion system has been built and tested in humans, and stones were observed to reposition within the kidney. Stones were successfully repositioned in 14 of 15 subjects. The main clinically relevant findings were that 4 of 6 patients with postlithotripsy fragments passed collectively over 30 fragments; in 4 subjects, what appeared on clinical imaging to be one large stone requiring surgery was in fact a pile of passable small fragments; and 1 subject with a 1-cm obstructing stone felt relief from the stone movement procedure (Harper et al., 2016). Based on the observation of debris collections, the probe was redesigned to generate a longer pulse and a broader beam to sweep the stones like a leaf blower (Janssen et al., 2017). That system is now very similar in design to the BWL probes and has been shown to have synergy with BWL. Especially in the confined space of the kidney or ureter, BWL may crack the stone, but ultrasound propulsion separates the broken fragments from the main stone.

**Conclusions**

Significant advancements have been made in kidney stone detection and management with ultrasound. Changes in image-processing techniques have improved the appearance and sizing of stones with grayscale ultrasound, and the addition of twinkling has the potential to make stones easier to detect. Revisions to current technologies such as stone tracking and acoustic bubble coalescence as well as new technologies including ultrasonic propulsion and BWL have the potential to change the current clinical practice for managing kidney stones. The end result is a suite of technologies that may diagnose and manage kidney stones on Earth or in space with fewer complications and faster relief for those who experience kidney stones.
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